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Abstract. Pedestrian detection is highly valued in intelligent surveillance systems. Most existing pedestrian datasets are autonomously collected from non-surveillance videos, which result in signiﬁcant data differences between the self-collected data and practical surveillance data.
The data diﬀerences include: resolution, illumination, view point, and
occlusion. Due to the data diﬀerences, most existing pedestrian detection algorithms based on traditional datasets can hardly be adopted to
surveillance applications directly. To ﬁll the gap, one surveillance pedestrian image dataset (SPID), in which all the images were collected from
the on-using surveillance systems, was constructed and used to evaluate the existing pedestrian detection (PD) methods. The dataset covers
various surveillance scenes and pedestrian scales, view points, and illuminations. Four traditional PD algorithms using hand-crafted features
and one deep-learning-model based deep PD methods are adopted to
evaluate their performance on the SPID and some well-known existing
pedestrian datasets, such as INRIA and Caltech. The experimental ROC
curves show that: The performance of all these algorithms tested on
SPID is worse than that on INRIA dataset and Caltech dataset, which
also proves that the data diﬀerences between non-surveillance data and
real surveillance data will induce the decreasing of PD performance. The
main factors include scale, view point, illumination and occlusion. Thus
the speciﬁc surveillance pedestrian dataset is very necessary. We believe
that the release of SPID can stimulate innovative research on the challenging and important surveillance pedestrian detection problem. SPID
is available online at: http://ivlab.sjtu.edu.cn/best/Data/List/Datasets.

1

Introduction

Pedestrians are the primary surveillance objects in security systems, and thus
pedestrian detection is becoming the fundamental research area in intelligent
surveillance systems. In the practical surveillance systems, pedestrian detection
(PD) is still a challenging problem due to the visual appearance diﬀerences
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caused by the large-scale variations of surveillance scenes. Most PD algorithms
require pedestrian datasets to train classiﬁers or learn discriminative features
using machine learning. The training dataset is a strong dependency of PD
algorithms. In the past few years, an increasing number of benchmarks have
been proposed to push forward the performance of pedestrian detection, e.g.,
INRIA [1], ETH [2], Caltech [3] and KITTI datasets [4]. However, most existing
pedestrian datasets are collected from non-surveillance videos. The comparisons
of the self-collected data and practical surveillance data show that there exist
signiﬁcant data diﬀerences. The properties, like resolution, illumination, view
point, and occlusion of pedestrians diﬀer greatly. Despite an extensive set of
ideas has been explored for pedestrian detection, most existing algorithms are
trained on traditional datasets. Consequently the accuracy and robustness of the
most existing PD algorithms may perform not so well in the real surveillance
systems.
This paper introduces the surveillance pedestrian image dataset (SPID) that
aims to ﬁll the gap between the existing datasets and real surveillance data.
We collected approximately 297 surveillance video clips (20 min per clip) from
on-using surveillance cameras. The videos are collected from diﬀerent areas and
contain 8 typical surveillance scenes. The multiple scenes in SPID are shown
in Fig. 2, including the highways, campuses, city roads and rural areas. Videos
are recorded continuously 24 h per day, cover 6 various illumination conditions
from morning to night. The diﬀerences of pedestrian distribution and appearance under various scenes are huge. We extracted the frames with at least one
pedestrian, set up the annotation standard and labeled several properties for
each pedestrian. After selection, about 110k (k = 103 ) pedestrian objects were
collected and labeled. The pedestrian properties include: illumination, view, size,
pose, attachment, occlusion and appearance. Our goal is to complement existing
benchmarks by providing real-world surveillance data.
The main contributions of our work are three-fold: (a) The construction of a
typical and diverse surveillance dataset, which requires signiﬁcant eﬀorts in collection and annotation. As far as we know, this dataset is the ﬁrst released surveillance pedestrian dataset. SPID is available online at: http://ivlab.sjtu.edu.
cn/best/Data/List/Datasets. We believe SPID can stimulate innovative research
on the challenging and important surveillance PD problem; (b) Four traditional
PD algorithms using hand-crafted features and one deep-learning-model based
deep PD methods are evaluated using existing pedestrian dataset (such as INRIA
[1] and Caltech [3]) and SPID in this work. Our experiments show that the PD
performance on SPID is worse than that on traditional datasets. (c) From experiments, we also validate that the data diﬀerences between SPID and other pedestrian datasets inﬂuence the performances greatly. Main factors include scale,
view point, illumination and occlusion.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Related works are reviewed in
Sect. 2. Section 3 introduces the collection, annotation and properties of SPID.
In Sect. 4 we choose seven PD methods to evaluate on INRIA dataset, Caltech dataset and SPID. We show the result ROC curves for each algorithm
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and analyze the performance diﬀerences, as well as some improvement methods.
Finally, Sect. 5 summarizes our work and suggests future directions with SPID.

2

Related Works

Multiple public pedestrian datasets have been collected over the past decades,
including commonly used INRIA, ETH [2], TUD-Brussels [5], Daimler [6], Caltech and KITTI datasets [4]. TUD-Brussels and ETH are medium-sized video
datasets. Daimler is not frequently used by PD methods because it only contains grayscale images. Below are the datasets we consider in the paper. Table 1
shows the comparisons of several pedestrian detection datasets. The ﬁrst column
deﬁne the imaging setup method, and the next four columns indicate number of
pedestrian and images in the training and test sets. Properties column summarizes additional characteristics of the datasets. The strengths and weaknesses of
INRIA, Caltech and KITTI dataset are discussed in detail.
Table 1. Comparison of public pedestrian datasets
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INRIA. INRIA dataset is the oldest pedestrian dataset with high quality annotations and high images resolution. Most pedestrians are captured horizontally
in day time. The illumination is ﬁne and contours of pedestrians are clear. The
diverse scenes contain outdoor landscapes like city road, mountain, beach and
indoor environment. However the number of images is not large. Figure 1(a)
shows the height distribution of INRIA test set.
Caltech. Caltech dataset is one of the most popular PD datasets. The videos
were captured by a vehicle driving through U.S. urban streets in sunny days.
Camera is set on a moving car, therefore the view of pedestrians are horizontal
and the sizes of pedestrians are small compared to INRIA. The test set contains
67k positive images and 192k pedestrians. Although Caltech is the largest pedestrian dataset, its images are extracted each frame per video, the sampling frequency is high to 30 fps. The diﬀerence between two sequential frames is small,
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therefore usually every 30th image in the Caltech dataset is used for training and
testing [7]. The medium pedestrian height is [30, 80] pixels. Figure 1(b) shows
the height distribution of Caltech test set.
KITTI. KITTI dataset contains videos captured by a moving car around city
streets with good weather conditions, therefore the pedestrians are also captured
at eyelevel. This object detection benchmark consists of 7481 training images and
7518 testing images, comprising a total of 80256 labeled objects. KITTI provides
both ﬂow and stereo data.
KITTI and Caltech are the predominant datasets for PD. The scales of these
two benchmarks are both large and challenging. A large number of PD algorithms
have been evaluated on INRIA and Caltech, meanwhile KITTI is being gradually
adopted. Figure 1 shows the height distribution on INRIA, Caltech, and SPID
test sets.

(a) INRIA

(b) Caltech

(c) SPID

Fig. 1. Pedestrian height distribution on INRIA, Caltech, and SPID test sets

The state-of-the-art pedestrian detectors developed in recent years mainly
take two features: hand-crafted features and machine-learned deep features.
Hand-Crafted Features. In 2005 Dalal and Triggs introduced the HOG detector [1], which was a landmark for pedestrian detection. Later in 2009 Felzenswalb
et al. put forward the classic deformation part based model (DPM) [8], a pedestrian is expressed as several parts with a deformable conﬁguration. In 2009 Caltech dataset was introduced and a new evaluation method was proposed. Dollár
et al. used FPPI (False Positive per Image) to compare the performance of
the detectors. In the same year Dollár et al. proposed integral channel feature
(ICF) method [9], in which Harr-like features are computed over multiple channels for each pedestrian. In 2014 the k-poselets [10] method was introduced as
an improvement of DPM and poselets [11]. Aggregated channel features (ACF)
[12] is an alternate approach to exploit approximate multi-scale features using
ICF. Locally decorrelated channel features (LDCF) [7] is accomplished utilizing the ACF detector. LDCF uses the deeper trees and a denser sampling of
the pedestrian data. In 2014, Informed Haar-like [13] features improve pedestrian detection. Pedestrian shapes are geared by three rectangles as models for
diﬀerent body parts. In 2015 [14] points out the link between ACF, ChnFtrs,
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Informed Haar, and LDCF, and generates a series of ﬁltered channel features.
Checkerboards [9] is a naive set of ﬁlters that covers the same sizes, which get
the best result on Caltech test set among all the algorithms up to 2015.
Deep Learning Method. The success of deep learning techniques in image
classiﬁcation has promoted researchers to try it on PD. Object detectors that
out-perform others are generally based on variants of R-CNN model. A reduced
set of detection proposals is created for an image, the proposals are evaluated
by a convnet. Convolutional neural networks (CNN) perform best among the
deep learning models. CNN optimizes the feature representation automatically
in the detection task and regularizes the neural network. Chen et al. [15] used
pre-trained deep CNN with ImageNet dataset to generate candidate windows,
together with ACF detector to get ﬁnal features. CifarNet [16] is a small network
designed to solve the CIFAR-10 classiﬁcation problem. AlexNet [17] is a network
designed to solve the ILSVRC2012 classiﬁcation problem. These two networks
are both re-implemented in Caﬀe project [18]. GoogLeNet [19] was responsible for
ILSVRC2014. Ren et al. designed Faster R-CNN [20], which used the Simonyan
and Zisserman very deep model (VGG) [21]. Faster R-CNN achieved state-ofthe-art object detection accuracy on both PASCAL VOC 2007 and 2012.

3

SPID: Surveillance Pedestrian Image Dataset

The images in Surveillance Pedestrian Image Dataset are extracted from the
videos recorded by daily used surveillance cameras. All the pedestrians are well
labeled in several diﬀerent properties. Each image contains at least one pedestrian. The various collecting conditions cover various intensities, diﬀerent time
periods, multiple scenes and so on. SPID contains 29989 well-labeled images and
about 110k pedestrian objects. We split the dataset into training and test sets
roughly in half. The test set contains 14550 images and the training set contains
15439 images as well. For detailed statistics about the data, see the bottom row
of Table 1. Although SPID is only second to Caltech dataset in terms of scale.
Caltech contains all adjacent frames in the video while SPID dataset does not.
Considering the eﬀective size (containing not-so-similar frames), SPID may be
even bigger than Caltech.
3.1

Dataset Collection

The images in the dataset are all collected from on-using surveillance systems.
Some of them are collected from the monitoring cameras used in companies,
university campus; some of them are got from public security cameras. The
surveillance cameras are set along the streets in the cities and campus, or beside
the squares and highways. Most cameras in cities are placed 10 m above the
ground, the other cameras like those set at campus entrance are placed 1 m high.
We gather 297 pieces of videos, totally about 61 h long. Basically each piece of
the videos is about 20 min long, we extract the videos to images per second and
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pick up the images with at least one pedestrian to label. The resolution of the
images are various from 352*288, 720*576, 1280*960 to 1920*1080. Our dataset
contains both low resolution and HD images. Figure 1 shows multiple diverse
examples of pedestrians in SPID.

Fig. 2. Examples of diverse pedestrians in SPID. The ﬁrst four rows show the various
view of pedestrians (right side, back side, left side and front side). The 5th row shows
special pose pedestrians (stoop). Next row shows the pedestrians captured during night
and illumination is bad. The 7th row shows pedestrians with various attachments. The
last row shows the low resolution pedestrians.

3.2

Ground Truth Annotation

After referencing the annotations of the widely used datasets, like INRIA, Caltech, ETH and USC, the ground truth annotation ﬁle format for surveillance
dataset is properly settled. Each annotation ﬁle, which is written in xml format,
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corresponds to an image. The xml ﬁle contains the total visible pedestrian number of a single image and the corresponding bounding box (BB) coordinate of
each pedestrian. If a pedestrian is occluded, the BB only contains the visible part.
If an image contains multiple pedestrian objects, we label them individually, i.e.
this dataset only has person label and no group label.
Each BB describes a speciﬁc pedestrian object. For each pedestrian, we also
provide the annotation ﬁle with several useful properties: the name of its source
image, the speciﬁc size and level, scene, view, pose, intensity condition, occlusion
level and attachment information. In addition, the top color, bottom color, top
style, bottom style of pedestrian clothes are also labeled.
3.3

Dataset Statistics

Scene. The cameras are settled at diﬀerent areas in cities and campuses. The
scenes of the video are diverse, which contain roads, city highways, campus roads
and school entrances (see Fig. 3). Therefore the scenes of our dataset represent
the typical surveillance scenes in daily life.
Illumination. The videos we collected are recorded during continuous time
periods, the basic illumination is high during the day and gradually becomes
low during the night, as shown in Fig. 3. We divide the illumination into several diﬀerent situations: normal, foggy, rainy, cloudy, dusk, night and other.
Figure 4(a) shows speciﬁc statistics of illumination.
Scale. Due to the various height of the cameras, the distance between pedestrians and cameras covers a wide range. Figure 1 shows the pedestrians height
distribution on INRIA, Caltech and SPID test sets. Pedestrian scales inﬂuence
the detection performance greatly, as shown in [3].
View. Due to the variation of camera positions, pedestrians show various angles
of view, such as front side, left side, back side and right side. The property of
view is more useful for the granular pedestrian detection, due to that appearance
features are diﬀerent when a pedestrian stand with diﬀerent views. Pedestrians

Fig. 3. Multiple scenes in SPID
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(a) Illumination

(b) View

(c) Occlusion

(d) Attachment

Fig. 4. Detail statistics of SPID data set.

with diﬀerent view looks discrepant visually. For instance, when a pedestrian is
standing at the front side, his face is a key info to detect the person (as detection
in PASCAL). However, at the other three side, face is occluded. The division and
label of this property may help to design some other features for this condition.
Figure 4(b) shows the detail distribution of pedestrian views.
Pose. Pose is an important property for pedestrian detection, usually upright
pedestrian is easy to be detected. In other pedestrian dataset like INRIA and
Caltech, most pedestrian objects are also upright, barely contains other pedestrian poses. We consider the pose variation of surveillance pedestrians and ﬁll
the blank. Once we label the diﬀerent poses, we could train speciﬁc features for
the non-upright pedestrians. In our dataset we label diﬀerent poses including
upright, squat, bent, jump, lie down, swing, sit and others.
Occlusion. Occlusion inﬂuences the accuracy of pedestrian detection rapidly in
[3]. Caltech dataset is the only one that labels this property. Unlike Caltech, we
divide the occlusion levels by the ratio of occluded parts to the whole pedestrian
body. Occluded ratio is grouped into 4 levels: Occ = none, Occ < 33%, Occ in
[33%–66%], Occ > 66%, others. The levels are measured by human subjective
vision, see Fig. 4(c) for detail.
Attachment. On one hand, basically other objects in surveillance videos do not
contain attachment. Attachments may change the contour of pedestrian, which
reduces the robustness of detection methods. On the other hand, we could use
object (like bags, bicycles) detection to help with pedestrian detection. Common
attachments of pedestrians contain hat, glasses, scarf, bag, dunnage, luggage and
others, see Fig. 4(d).
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Appearance. The color and style of clothes are important attributes for person
identiﬁcation. We choose some fundamental color and style to make a rough
division. Colors include 11 types such as black, white, red, yellow and so on. The
styles contain purity, horizontal stripes, vertical stripes, checks and pattern.

4

Evaluation of Pedestrian Detection Algorithms

We made an extensive evaluation of ﬁve pedestrian detection algorithms under
various scenarios and diﬀerent datasets to increase the scope of experiments. In
Sect. 4.1 we introduce the selection and validation of algorithms. Next we give
a brief description of the evaluation standard in Sect. 4.2 and report experiment
performance curves in Sect. 4.3. In Sect. 4.4 we analyze and emphasize the inﬂuence of dataset discrepancy by showing the evaluation results under diﬀerent
conditions.
4.1

Algorithms Selection and Validation

The selection of the PD algorithms satisﬁes the rules that algorithms must be
published and open source on the Internet. To compare the state-of-the-art PD
methods, both hand-crafted detectors and deep learning methods are chosen. For
hand-crafted features, we chose to evaluate the pretrained detectors with default
parameters, which were obtained from online source codes. For Faster R-CNN,
we used original network designed for multiple classiﬁcation problems. The evaluated hand-crafted detectors are LDCF, ACF, DPM, k-poselets. ACFCaltech+
and LDCFCaltech indicates these two detectors pre-trained with Caltech training set. Similarly ACFInria and LDCFInria represents for detectors trained on
INRIA training set. As for the deep learning methods, original Faster R-CNN,
Faster R-CNN ﬁnetuned with Caltech training set and network ﬁnetuned with
SPID training set are tested. Evaluation datasets include the test sets of INRIA,
Caltech and SPID. The evaluation results are computed with the latest online
released codes.
4.2

Evaluation Standard

Since Dollár et al. [22] proposed the evaluation methodology to use ROC curves
compare the performance of diﬀerent PD algorithms, we adopt this standard as
well. The ROC curves show the relationship between miss rate and FPPI (False
Positive Per Image). In INRIA dataset only the testing positive 288 images are
considered. The test set (set06–set10) of Caltech is used, we extracted images
with 30 frames interval and obtained totally 4024 images. The SPID test set
contains 15439 images. For each image, the ground truth bounding boxes (BBgt )
and detected bounding boxes (BBdt ) are loaded. The aspect ratio of all the boxes
is preprocessed to 0.41 and the overlap threshold of bouding boxes is set to 0.5.
Speciﬁc accuracy calculation method is the same as that in [22].
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Experiment Results

The experiments are grouped into two aspects: one is the comparison result of
the pedestrian detection methods trained using existing datasets, the other is
the comparison result of these methods retrained using SPID training data. The
evaluation result ROC curves of ﬁve representative pedestrian algorithms on
three proposed datasets under diﬀerent settings are shown in Fig. 5.

(a) INRIA

(b) Caltech

(c) SPID

Fig. 5. Evaluation results under reasonable condition on three test sets. (a) and (b)
shows evaluation results on INRIA and Caltech. (c) performances upgrade on SPID.

Figure. 5a–c show performance for three test sets under reasonable setting.
This setting serves as a ﬁlter, which selects pedestrians over 50 pixels tall to
evaluate the performance. In Fig. 5 a Faster R-CNN and LDCFInria perform best
with log-average miss rate of 13–14% On INRIA. ACFInria and DPM achieve
the log-average miss rate about 20%. In Fig. 5b LDCFCaltech achieves the best
result on Caltech-Test dataset and k-poselets is the worst one. Figure 5c plots
performance on the entire SPID test set. Faster R-CNNSpid outperforms the
other detectors remarkably. DPMInria and LDCFInria have close log-average
miss rates about 68% on 0.1FPPI.
For all algorithms, performance is best on INRIA among all test sets.
INRIA contains high-resolution pedestrians, with Faster R-CNN, LDCFInria
and ACFInria achieving log-average miss rates of 13–17% (See Fig. 5a). Performance is also fairly high on Caltech (see Fig. 5b) with 25% log-average miss
rate obtained by LDCFCaltech. This possibly due to that LDCFCaltech and
ACFCaltech+ are both trained on Caltech training set. Faster R-CNNSpid and
DPMInria perform better on SPID than Caltech-Test, which means the model
of DPM and Faster R-CNN may be ﬁt for SPID pedestrians when trained well.
The comparison result of the pedestrian detection methods using released
codes (k-poselets, ACFCaltech+, LDCFCaltech, Faster R-CNN, ACFInria,
LDCFInria and DPMInria), show the large performance decreasing when applying the existing methods on SPID directly; The other comparison result of these
methods retrained (Faster R-CNNCaltech, DPMSpid, Faster R-CNNSpid), veriﬁes that, the existing methods retrained using SPID or Caltech can’t work very
well on surveillance images. In other words, due to the remarkable discrepancy
between the surveillance images and non-surveillance datasets, developing of speciﬁc pedestrian detection algorithms are needed for the surveillance applications.
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What are the Factors Inﬂuencing the Performances?

We rank detector performance with multiple test sets to assess whether the
discrepancy between data are inﬂuential to the results. Several data discrepancies
are considered, including the pedestrian scale variation: near scale, medium scale
and far scale; view point diﬀerence: horizontal and bird’s eye view. We evaluate
these two factors in detail respectively.
Scale. Figure 1 plots the height distribution for pedestrians on three test sets.
However, the height distributions are somewhat dissimilar. Heights of SPID
pedestrians have wider variations, basically cover the range of both INRIA and
Caltech. About 70% pedestrians are 41–222 pixels tall. The wider pedestrian
scale range makes SPID more challenging than INRIA and Caltech.
The results of Fig. 5 show that all the algorithms perform best on INRIA,
which may due to the high resolution pedestrians in INRIA dataset. From Fig. 1,
the discrepancy of pedestrian height among three datasets is large. We group
pedestrians of SPID test set by their heights in pixels into three scales: near
(283 or more pixels), medium (between 81–283 pixels), and far (81 pixels or
less). This division to three scales is motivated by the distribution of heights
in SPID, human performance and surveillance system requirements. To verify
the inﬂuence of scale variation, we tested SPID pedestrians with three height
constraints. Results for large, near and medium scale pedestrians, are shown
respectively in Fig. 6. For near scale, Faster R-CNNSpid performs best; while
other detectors, DPMSpid, LDCFInria, DPMInria and ACFInria achieve logaverage miss rates about 40–50%. Under medium scale, performance degrages at
least 15% for most algorithms. While Faster R-CNNSpid still achieves the best
result. All algorithms degrade most on the far scale. ACFInria and LDCFInria are detectors trained on INRIA, the height of training pedestrians are tall,
therefore for small pedestrians on SPID, the performances of these two detectors degrade rapidly. Faster R-CNNSpid achieves the best relative performance
under this condition, but absolute performance is quite poor with log-average
miss rate of 84%.

(a) Near scale

(b) Medium scale

(c) Far scale

Fig. 6. Evaluation results of various pedestrian scales on SPID. (a) shows the performance on unoccluded pedestrians over 283 pixels tall. (b) degrades for pedestrians
about 81–283 pixels tall. (c) degrades the most for 32–80 pixel high pedestrians.
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(a) Horizontal view

(b) Bird’s eye view

Fig. 7. Evaluation results on SPID test set under camera angle variation.

View Point. During our experiment we notice that INRIA and Caltech pedestrians are all captured at eyelevel (i.e., the angle of a pedestrian head and camera is nearly horizontal). On the other hand, most cameras in SPID are set 10 m
above the ground (i.e., the camera is like the bird’s eye). Pedestrian body parts
and ratios change greatly at diﬀerent views. Up to 98.9% pedestrians in SPID
are captured at bird’s eye view, while none in INRIA and Caltech. Motivated by
the great angle diﬀerence, we separate SPID to SPID-bird and SPID-horizontal.
The evaluation results under view variation on SPID test set is shown in Fig. 7.
Except for Faster R-CNN and k-poselets, other algorithms degrade severely, the
log-average miss rate of DPM degrades 18%. LDCFCaltech, ACFInria, LDCFInria and ACFCaltech+ degrade most, these detectors are trained by pedestrians
at eyelevel, thus perform not well on another view.
Summary. We evaluated 4 hand-crafted detectors and 1 deep learning methods on INRIA, Caltech-Test and SPID. The results show that all algorithms
perform best on INRIA. ACFCaltech and LDCFCaltech, which are trained on
Caltech training set, perform better on Caltech test set than SPID. While Faster
R-CNNSpid performs best on SPID. This section shows the diﬀerent inﬂuence
of diﬀerent properties. Figure 8 shows some typical detection results. FasterRCNNSpid and DPMInria works better under bad conditions, while LDCFCaltech
misses most pedestrians on low illumination images. However, on HD images
with complex background, all the algorithms degrade remarkably.
Performance is far from perfect on SPID, even under the favorable conditions. Table 2 shows miss rates of all detectors under various conditions on SPID
test set. The performance decrease is caused by the data diﬀerences of multiple
datasets. Main factors include scale and view point, as well as illumination and
occlusion. All have obvious inﬂuences of algorithm performances.
(a) 8% of all pedestrians are missed even at the near scale. For smaller pedestrians, performance degrades catastrophically. Table 2 shows that nearly half
the detectors reach 100% log-average miss rate at far scales.
(b) The special bird’s eye view, caused by surveillance cameras, also increases
the detection diﬃculty, see Table 2.
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Fig. 8. Typical results of top four best detectors on SPID. The ﬁrst row shows typical
results of FasterRCNNSpid. And the second row shows results of DPMInria, the third
row represents for LDCFInria, and the last row indicates the ACFInria performance.
Table 2. Miss rates of all detectors under various conditions on SPID test set.
Detector

Training dataset Scales

View points

Near Medium Far

Horizontal Bird’s eye

FasterRCNNSpid

SPID

8%

29%

84%

13%

41%

FasterRCNN

ImageNet [23]

25%

73%

100% 57%

75%

FasterRCNNCaltech Caltech [3]

40%

68%

50%

61%

75%

DPMSpid

SPID

41%

71%

100% 47%

76%

LDCFInria

INRIA [1]

45%

60%

99%

45%

69%

DPMInria

INRIA

45%

60%

96%

35%

69%

ACFInria

INRIA

49%

63%

99%

47%

72%

ACFCaltech+

Caltech

63%

80%

97%

45%

84%

LDCFCaltech

Caltech

63%

77%

96%

50%

82%

k-poselets

SPID

71%

88%

100% 71%

90%

(c) Low illumination interferes the detection result greatly, which increases the
hardness for algorithms on surveillance data captured during night.
(d) Performance is abysmal under heavy occlusion, nearly all the pedestrians
are missed even at high false positive rates.
The experiment results verify that, due to the dataset discrepancy, the algorithms trained on traditional datasets do not perform well on surveillance pedestrian detection problems, especially under far scale, bird’s eye view, low illumination and heavy occlusion. However, the retrained algorithms on SPID training
set still perform not good enough. There is considerable room for improvement
in pedestrian detection. In addition, we validate the eﬀectiveness and necessity
of SPID.
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Conclusion

This paper introduces the SPID: Surveillance Pedestrian Image Dataset, which
contains multiple scenes from videos captured by on-using surveillance systems.
The pedestrians in SPID are well labeled. Five latest pedestrian detection algorithms including hand-crafted detectors and deep learning methods are tested
on INRIA, Caltech and SPID. Evaluation results show that the data diﬀerences,
such as scale, view, illumination and occlusion between existing public datasets
and SPID have large impact on the detection performances. Throwing new light
on existing datasets, we hope that the proposed benchmarks will complement
the gap. Some algorithms perform well under favorable conditions, however when
it comes to complicated situations in surveillance images, performance degrades
signiﬁcantly. Our intention is to improve the algorithm performance on SPID.
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